Dynamic characteristics of printing cylinder with rotating dynamic load
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Abstract. The structural vibration of the center impression cylinder in the flexographic printing machine will bring about production quality problems such as printing ghosts. To this problem, it become an important method to analysis the dynamic characteristics of the center impression cylinder. In this paper, a three-dimensional structural model of the central impression cylinder is established, and builds the dynamic model in finite element software. The vibration modes of the central impression cylinder were studied in the simple-supported system at both ends of the static impression cylinder. In view of the real existence of the rotating dynamic load, the evolution law of the natural frequency and mode shape of the cylinder with the rotating dynamic load is discussed. It is found that as the rotation speed increases, the natural frequency undergoes two steps, and the natural frequency after each step will keep continuity with the high first-order natural frequency, and the modal shape is the same as the high-order original mode. Then, the mode shape is continuously changed, not have a step.
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1. Introduction

When the speed of offset press production equipment reaches 12,000 sheets per hour or more, the structural vibration in the equipment will become severe, and causes the decrease to printing precision [1-3]. Hence, suppressing the vibration of the printing cylinder and improving the stable printing speed will be an important problems to be overcome [4-6].

The most important part of a printing equipment is the impression cylinder, whose structural vibration affects the accuracy of paper transfer and the registration accuracy of printing sheet [7-9]. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the impression cylinder of the equipment is stably during operating the equipment. Because the main vibration source of the printing equipment is the impression cylinder, the vibration characteristics of the printing cylinder is studied in this paper. In a printing equipment, the printing unit consists of an impression cylinder, a plate cylinder and a blanket cylinder. In this operation mode, the vibration of the impression cylinder will cause other parts to resonate [10, 11]. Suppressing the vibration of the cylinder can improve the working performance of the printing machine and reduce the occurrence of printing faults [12-14].

Due to the structural particularity, the impression cylinder has uneven mass distribution, which causes violent vibration in high-speed printing production, resulting in printing fault. Researchers have made many achievements in studying the vibration of the cylinder. Bartlett et al. established the relevant dynamic model based on the actual impression cylinder, which can analyze the vibration characteristics of the impression cylinder in two special working steps of acceleration and deceleration [1]. Hermanski et al. developed an algorithm and applied it to solve the torsional vibration problem of the impression cylinder, which improved the printing quality and reduced the influence of vibration on the printed product [4]. In 1997, Yamaguchi et al. proposed a method of installing a bumper that absorbs a portion of the vibrational energy, reduces the amplitude, and
cushions the impact when the cylinder is affected by the impact [15]. In 2006, Yang Xinyan et al. used finite element analysis to study a certain type of offset printing cylinder [16], and used Ansys simulation software to establish a finite element meshing model, and perform static analysis to obtain the deflection and deformation of the cylinder under different vibration frequencies. In 2009, Deng et al. used the Ansys-based optimization design to build a cylinder model, analyze the structural problems similar to the impression cylinder, and solve the vibration caused by the structure [12]. These research reports reveal the vibration characteristic of printing mechanism no running. However, the vibration characteristic of printing mechanism with rotating dynamic load is not studied up to now. Therefore, this work will be carried out in this paper.

In this paper, a three-dimensional structural model of the central impression cylinder is established, and builds the dynamic characteristics analysis model in finite element software, details is in Section 2. The vibration modes of the central impression cylinder were studied in the simple-supported system at both ends of the static impression cylinder in Section 3.1. The evolution law of the natural frequency and mode shape of the cylinder with the rotating dynamic load is discussed in Section 3.2. Conclusions are listed in Chapter 4.

### 2. Impression cylinder model

Offset printing press is the most important printing equipment in the printing industry, with relatively high stability and fast printing speed. For multi-color printing, the dynamic characteristics of the offset printing cylinder directly affects the print quality of multi-color registration print. The offset printing press generally contains multiple printing units, and each printing unit has three cylinders, which are an impression cylinder, a rubber cylinder and a plate cylinder, and the three cylinders structures are basically similar. The cylinder is composed of three parts: the cylinder pillow, the shaft neck and the cylinder body. The model diagram is shown in Fig. 1. In this study, a simple support constraint is added to the axial ends of the cylinder to simulate the support constraint of the bearing seat on the center cylinder, as shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 1. 3D model of the roller](image1)

![Fig. 2. Roller constraint addition](image2)

The impression cylinder material is made of carbon structural steel with an elastic modulus of...
2.10×10^{11} \text{ MPa}, a density of 7850 \text{ kg/m}^3 and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. For finite element simulation in COMSOL Multiphysics, the 3D model of cylinder is invoked into COMSOL, and generating mesh entirely automatically with unstructured tetrahedral mesh and mesh smoothing algorithm, the total number of grid is 115622.

3. Cylinder modal analysis

3.1. Static vibration characteristics of central impression cylinder

In the printing process, resonance will occur and the vibration amplitude will be large when the load excitation frequency of the cylinder be close to the characteristic frequency of the cylinder. The resonance will damage the impression cylinder structure. Therefore, resonance should be avoided as much as possible in print. Then, the modal analysis and natural frequency calculation of the cylinder becomes an important approach to study the cylinder resonance. In this paper, the natural frequency and mode shape of the center impression cylinder are calculated by finite element software (COMSOL Multiphysics). The calculation results of the first six natural frequencies of the center impression cylinder are shown in Table 1. The natural frequency band is 0-1206.3 Hz, the minimum frequency is 236.59 Hz, and the maximum frequency is 1206.30 Hz. The first two natural frequency spacings are at least 10.04 Hz, which is the main frequency segment of vibration control.

![Modal shape of the center impression cylinder](image_url)

Fig. 4. Modal shape of the center impression cylinder

The vibration mode corresponding to the first six natural frequencies is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows the first-order natural frequency corresponding to the mode shape, and the center impression cylinder is reverse-clocked to vibrate along the rotation axis. The second-order natural frequency corresponding to the mode shape is the upper arch vibration of the middle impression cylinder, and the mode shape is shown in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(c) shows the third-order natural...
frequency corresponding to the mode shape, and the middle of the intermediate impression cylinder vibrates in the left direction. The fourth and fifth mode shapes are shown in Fig. 4(d) and 4(e), and the central impression cylinders exhibit vertical S-type bending vibration and horizontal S-type bending vibration, respectively. The sixth-order mode shape is axial vibration, and its mode shape is shown in Fig. 4(f).

| Table 1. Natural frequency of the drum body |
|-----------------|------------------|
| Modal step      | Natural frequency (Hz) |
| 1               | 236.59           |
| 2               | 246.63           |
| 3               | 333.92           |
| 4               | 701.51           |
| 5               | 800.47           |
| 6               | 1206.3           |

3.2. Vibration characteristics of central impression cylinder under rotating load

In engineering, the modal analysis focus on modal analysis of the static model. For the rotational structure, dynamic load and gyroscopic force of rotating structure will change the modal characteristics of the structure. The static modal analysis will be given the structure vibration characteristics, the modal analysis of rotating structure with dynamic load analysis will introduce the influence rotating dynamic load, rotation inertia force and gyroscopic force on the modal characteristics. Therefore, on the basis of the analysis of the static modal analysis, the modal characteristic of rotating structure with dynamic load is studied in this paper. The mode shape and natural frequency of the central impression cylinder under different speeds are calculated by sweep arithmetic. The calculation results are shown in Fig. 5.

The natural frequency of the center impression cylinder under different speeds is shown in Fig. 5. Between 0 Hz and 1785 Hz, the natural frequency of the central impression cylinder gradually decreases with increasing rotational speed, and the lower the order of the natural frequency, the smaller the reduction of the natural frequency. Between 1785 Hz and 1880 Hz, the natural frequency of the central impression cylinder takes two steps, and after each step, the frequency corresponds to the high first order natural frequency.

During the natural frequency step change of the center impression cylinder, the change of the vibration characteristics is not outstanding. To further illustrate this phenomenon, the vibration modes at the natural frequency step are studied. 10 key points of the step change are marked in Fig. 5. The vibration modes of the 10 key points are calculated, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a) is the vibration mode of the key point A, the clockwise torsional vibration along the
central axis, the same as the static first-order vibration mode. Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 6(c) show the vibration modes of the key points B and C. The vibration modes of two key points are the same, and model displacement is in the middle arch along the missing portion of the center impression cylinder. Fig. 6(d) and Fig. 6(e) show the vibration modes of the key points D and E. The vibration modes of the two key points are the same, and both are transversely curved and vibrated along the middle of the center impression cylinder. Corresponds to the static third-order vibration mode. Fig. 6(f) and Fig. 6(g) show the vibration modes of the key points F and G. The vibration modes of the two key points are the same, and both are vertical S-shaped bending vibrations along the center impression cylinder. Corresponds to the static fourth-order vibration mode. Fig. 6(h) and Fig. 6(i) show the vibration modes of the key points H and I. The vibration modes of the two key points are the same, and axial vibrations along the center impression cylinder. Fig. 6(j) is the vibration mode of the key point J, which is a vertical M-shaped bending vibration along the center impression cylinder.

Based on the results, it is found that the mode shape of the natural frequency is the same as that of the first-order original mode. It can be seen that the natural frequency of the central impression cylinder has two steps, the natural frequency corresponding to the mode shape is continuously changed and no step occurs. When at different speeds, the natural frequency...
corresponding to the center impression cylinder can be plotted as a mode-specific frequency diagram as shown in Fig. 7.

![Modal shape of the center impression cylinder with rotating dynamic load](image)

**Fig. 7.** Modal shape of the center impression cylinder with rotating dynamic load

### 4. Conclusions

In this paper, a three-dimensional structural model is established for the center of the flexographic printing press. The finite element software was used to build a dynamic model of the impression cylinder. The vibration characteristics of the simply supported system at both ends of the static impression cylinder were analyzed by using the model, and the various model shape of the central impression cylinder were compared. Furthermore, for the rotational dynamic load of the central impression cylinder, the evolution law of the natural frequency and mode shape of the cylinder under the dynamic load is analyzed. The conclusions are as follows:

1) As the rotation frequency increases, the natural frequency undergoes two steps, and the natural frequency after each step is adapted to the high first-order natural frequency.

2) After the natural frequency has a step, the modal shape is the same as the high-order original mode. That is, the natural frequency corresponding to the mode shape is continuously changed, and the mode does not have a step.
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